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The optimal machine replacement problem is discussed for the case, where damage processes are 
general jump processes. Considering an expected average cost and an expected iscounted cost, an 
explicit formula of optimal replacement ime is shown under appropriate conditions for damage 
processes. 
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1. Introduction 
Consider a machine or production system which is subject o failure. Let the failure 
depend on the amount of accumulated amage caused by past shocks. Cumulative 
damage is assumed to be a general jump process which is not necessarily Markov nor 
semi-Markov. When a shock occurs at time t, then it fails with a probability which is a 
function of the cumulative damage caused on the machine up to t and it is replaced by 
a new machine with a cost K. When the machine is replaced at time t before it fails, 
then a cost f(f, XI) is incurred, where XC represents cumulative damage of the 
machine at time t. The problem is to find an optimal replacement time which balances 
the cost of replacement with the cost of failure and results in a minimal expected cost. 
Such machine replacement problems have been considered by a number of 
researchers, and cumulative damage models have been, for example, discussed in [ 1, 
$6, lo]. 
Considering an expected iscounted cost and an expected average cost as opti- 
maility, the purpose of this paper is to show that optimal replacement time can be 
found expricitry under appropriate conditions for the cumulative damage process and 
the cost function f( . , a). The basic tool used here is some recent result obtained from 
the martigale theory approach to jump processes. The models considered here are 
in to those in [6], and indeed the motivation of this paper was to exten 
results obtained there to more general damage processes. 
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A more’ simple model with a threshold-type failure probability function was 
discL.ssed for the average cost case in [8]. 
The average cost criterion considered here (see (RI) in Section 3) is a little 
different from that given in [l, 6, lo]. Besides its reasonability, the main reason for 
this is only due to the fact that our method is easily applicable to our cost but not so 
for the case in [ 1,6,10]. The discounted cost treated here is also a little different from 
the usual one in that a randomly discounted factor is consider d instead of the usual 
deterministic exponentially discounted one, although our method covers the latter 
case. 
For non-terminating jump processes of special structures, a general theory of 
stopping problems was developed in [7] and the method developed there is applied in 
this paper. 
As for damage processes, a compound Poisson process was treated in [&], a 
semi-markov process in [3], a stationary independent increment process in [ iO], and 
a general jump process in [I]. Since we are treating a little different cost criteria from 
those in the above papers, it is not possibie to make precise comparison, but for 
example, for a general damage process Bergman shows the optimaility of a control 
limit rule and we obtain an explicit formula for the replacement time under more 
restrictive assumptions. 
A specific example is given in Section 4. 
2. Failure model and preliminary facts 
On a complete probability space a jump process X, is defined whose sample path 
X.(W) is piecewise constant and right-continuous. Xl is the cumulative damage of a 
machine up to time t and hence assumed to be increasing. Shocks occur to the 
machine in accordance with a counting process having random rate A (I, w). Each 
shock causes a random amount of damage, and these damages accumulate addi- 
tively, up to the moment of failure. If at time I the cumulative damage is XI- = x, and 
a shock of magnitude yoccurs, thus increasing the cumulative damage to Xl = x + y, 
then the machine fails with a known probability p(x + y ). In the event failure does not 
occur, another shock happens according to the random rate A after some time of 
wait, and the process repeats. 
Let 5 be the time of failure of the machine, k the cost when a machine is replaced 
upon failure and f(t, X,) the cost when a machine is replaced at time I before failure. 
As optimality criteria here we consider two types of costs, namely a randomly 
disccanted cost Wt defined by 
where Yt is another increasing jump process (a usual case is Yt = t, and not a jump 
process), and an average ccst R, defined by 
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= EU”,* or inf ER, = ER,*. TS& 
Here all stopping times are with respect o an increasing family {St} of sub-G.rr-fields of 
11 the processes appearing in costs. 
our result we shall summarize some facts on jump processes 
P) be a complete probabihty space with an increasing family of 
TV [0, OO]} of .P which satisfies the usual condition, i.e., S, is 
tains all the negligible set of E 
adapted stochastic process Xt defined on (a,$, P) and taking values in Z?, 
where R = R u(A) with A being a special point, is called a jump process if for each 
o E f2 the sample path t -,X;(o) is piecewise constant, right-continuous and has only 
a finite number of jumps in every finite interval. 
Associated to this jump process Xt, ther,! exists a pair of stochastic measures 
{n (dx, f, o), A(dt, w )}, defined on I? and R + = [0, 00) respectively, called local 
description of Xh which is characterized by the following proposition, more or less a 
known result (see [9], for example). 
Proposition 1. The local description {n (dx, t, o), A (0, dt)} has a property such that for 
any measurable function f( l , 8 ) : [O, 00) x I? + R satisfying the condition 
E C If(sv Xl -f(s, &--,I ~00, (1) 
Sc=5! 
we haoe 
E C (f(s, 4) -f(s, X-J) = 
SGT 
=E (f<s, x)-f(s, X-))nW, s, &VW, W 
for any -stopping time 9: and 
m,(o) = C ( fk X,) -fb, xJ-4 sat 
t 
-I I (f(s, x)--f& XAnkk s, EMU, ds) I) w 
is a 3+martingale. 
For the proof of this proposition see [7]. The name “local description” comes from 
the following probabilistic interpretation: the probability of havl;lg a jump in 
[t, t +dt) given St is A cdt) -to(dt), while n (A, t, W) is the chance that Xt E A given St 
and given that a jump occurs at t. 
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46: a direct consequence of 2~ above proposition, if f[ l , .) is differentiable with 
respect o the 5rst argument, kn under the s&me condition as in Proposition 1 we 
have the following rqresentatic rl for the proc:css f(t, X#): 
f(t, Xt) = f(0, X0) t- @ ‘i’(s, Xs-) ds 1 0 
r 
+ II (f(s,~j-f(s,X~-))n(dx,s,~)A(W,ds)+m~ 0 R’ 
where nz, is a St-martingale and for any stopping time T E ma = Q. 
When f( l , x) and f’( 9. x) are defined only on (0, a~) (not on [O, a)) for such x, then 
the above fact is modified as follows: for any a >Q 
f<t, X) =fh Xa)+ I ’ f’(s, Xs-) ds a 
+ (f(s,s)---f(s,X,-))n(dx,~,o)A(w,dsj+rn~ taa, (2j 
where mc is a S+martingale and for any stopping time T B a a.s. E WIT = 0. 
Let Yt be another S$adapted jump recess with the local description 
jii(dx, t, w), /i(dt)}. Then we have the following proposition: 
Proposition 2 [3]. Suppose that Xt and Yt have no common discsnrinuiries. Then, if 
measurable junctions g : [0, 00) x E + R and h : R + R are bounded and g is difleren - 
tiable with respect to thefirstargument, f<t, Xh Y,) = g(t, X,)h( Y,) can be represented as 
10, X, K) =f(o, Xo, Yo)+ 1 ‘W’s-~gt(s, Xc-his 0 
ifis, X-, y) -Eis, Xv--, Ys-Mdy, s, obiids) 
+ (fts, x, K-4 -j-is, Xs-, Ys-Mdx, s, wMds)+m, 
where m, is a &martingale, under the condition that 
E C I&, x,) - g(s, x,->I < a~: 
s<ccl 
Furthermore Em* = 0 for any &stopping time T. 
Given a jump process, there exists a local description (n (dx, t, o ), A (o, dr)) whose 
intuitive probabilistic interpretation was given already. In applications, however, 
usually local characterization of jump processes corresponding to local descriptions 
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is given a priori as data to describe the evolution of jump processes. Qur concern is 
then to obtain a local descriptions of jump processes from such data as local 
characterization. 
Here we shall assume 
(CO) = dt(X$, ss t), where a(X,, s 6 t) is the u-field generated by Xs, s 6 t. 
For a process Xr, let IV,, be the number of jumps up to time t. As is often 
the case, we shall suppose that the local characterization of damage proce!;s X, is 
iven by the following two properties: 
(Cl) p(N,+h -Nt= lIS,)=A(t,w)h+O(h), 
p(N,+t, -N,=O)St)=l-h(t,w)h+O(h), 
where A (t, W) is a .ZF,-adapted measurable process and, for a constant K, 
where v(A, t, o) is measurable with respect o (t, W) for each A E 93(l?) 
and P(X,+h E A 1 Li%, N,+h - Nt = 1) stands for 
p(x,+h E A N+h - Nt = 11 pt)/P(N,+h - Nt = 11 St). 
Then we have 
Prsposition 3 [3]. A local description {n (dx, t, o 1, A (w, d t)} of Xt is given by 
n(dx,t,u)=v(dx,t,w) and A(w,[0,t])=IrA(s,4ds. 
0 
3. Optimal replacement time 
Now let us find optimal replacement times for discounted and average costs W, 
and I?, under various conditions to be described later. For that purpose let us define a 
new jump process by 
with A a special point representing the state of failure of the machine and let us find a 
local description of this process. 
Letdt = O-(X,, s G t) and 9, = a( YS, s s t). Hereafter we assume that thz informa- 
tion g-field Pt is 9’ = S$ for the case of cost R, and Yt = J&& v .G&, c-field generated 
by tit and 83, for Wt. Note that we are assuming that the damage process Xr is 
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self-excited, i.e., its evolution is affected only by its past history, and on the other 
hand that the process Yt is not necessarily so. First we note that 
& = c &_.ri,} 
S=SI 
obviously satisfies the condition: 
(Dl) 
1 
iii ,P(R+, -& = I f&t) = Aft, W)r{cskJ, 
1 
S;P’R+h -fi$+4&SK. 
Next we show that 
I p(x)P(dx 1~6, Nt+h -4% = 1) R 
-t” I (1 -p(x))P(dxIs!,, Nt+h -Iv, = I), Al(A) A sAd, 
where the measure (dx 1.~4~~ Nt+h - Nt = 1) is defined as 
WA 1 d, Nt+h -Nr= l)=P(Xt+h Aldt, b&,h --Nt = 1). A 
Indeed for ithe case A 4 A 
P(gt+h E A 1 aS$, fit+), - rs, = 1) = 
=E[IA(~+h)t(N,,,-N,=1) IJ~]/P(N,,,~ -Nt = 1 id*, 
P W,+A - N,= l}IA(& th )E[&+, +A, 1 +h])d,]/P(Nl+/, - Nf = 1 
[(I -p(x,+h))rA(x,+h)~,,+,,-N,=,} idt]/P(N,+h - Nt = 1 Id,, 
= (1 --p(x)) (dxI&,!+&+,-N,=l). 
(3) 
iXar argument applies to t nce by assump ion the measure 
IJ%, N+h - N* = 1) conver s to the measure ,+z (dx, t, W) for setwise, from (3) the 
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following condition holds: 
(D2) 
(1 -p(~))n(dx, t, 4, AU, 
(1 -P(x))n(dx, t, 4, ASA. 
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us from Proposition 3 a local description 
4% r0, h ($3 4&q) ds, 
ff 
(n”, /i) of the process *t is given by 
J (1 -pWMk t, 4, AU, A 
ii(A, t, o) = 
I Rp(x)nkk t, d+ I (1 -p(x))n(dx, t, w), A BA. AlI4 
Defining f(t, l ) on A by f(t, A) = K, costs Wt and R, can be expressed as 
W,=e-“yf(t,2t), tS& 
and 
R, =ff!t.R), ml. 
Although the methods for solving the problems for these costs are similar, different 
are the conditions under which explicit formula are obtained, and hence we treat 
them separately. A common assumption, however, is the following: 
(DO) The failure probability function p( .) is right-continuous and increasing 
with Iimx_+ao p(x) = 1 and p(Xo) = 0 as.. 
Our method is basically like this: Suppose the cost incurred at replacement time t is 
h(t, & and suppose that 
(i) there exists a 9!,-adapted measurable process k(t, w) such that 
Eh(&..)=El’k(s,w)ds 
0 
for any stopping time 7, 
(ii) there exists a stopping time 6 such that k(s, W) c 0 on s x 5 and k(s, w) 2 0 on 
s 36. 
Under these assumptions an optimal replacement ime is obviously given by 
arkov damage processes a corresponds to t 
) and this situation is treated in era1 jump processes of 
damage Proposition 2 and (2) correspond to case (i). 
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Case of average cost R,. We shall assume the following conditions: 
(Rl) f(t,x)=c forx& andf(t,A)=K. 
(R2) Let us define a stochastic measure q(dx, t, w) by 
q(A, t,~)=h(t,w)n(X,-+A, t,w), AEB(R), 
where Xr_ +A = (Xl- + a, a E A). Then for any y 
increasing with respect o t. 
(W K >c. 
Then we have an explicit formula of optimal stopping (replacement) ime for the 
ca:;e of R,. 
P,;:maar;k I. Condition (R2) has a relevance to a condition given in [3, (3.3)(d), 
p. 4201. 
Theorem I. Let us define a stopping time 5 by 
s; -c +s(K -c) 
I 
p(x)n(dx, s, w)h(s, w)bO . 
R I 
Then an optimal replacement time is given by r = min (6,s”) under assumptions (DO) 
and (Rl-3). 
Proof. For any a > 0, from (2) we have t 
R,=R,+ I( I -zf(s, &-, ds a > t + Ho i (f(s, xl -f(s, %A) a R’ S 
9 n”(dx, s, w)h (s, o)A (s, w)IfsGt~ ds + mr, t (4) 
were mt is a Z&-martingale and for any stopping time T such that T 





I s R 
(fb, xl-fb, %&%ix, s, w)A(s, d&c~~~ 









p(x)n(dx,s,w)A(s,w) 9 ~56~ 
R I 
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We shall show that the term in { } in the above equation is increasing with respect o s 
until 6. Indeed, it is enough to see that 
is increasin 
[7]), we have 
hat the measure q(dx, S, o) has its support only on [XS-, 0s) (see 
g&J) = I pVG=- + y)q(dy, s, 4 [O,Jc) 
s I [o ao) p(Xt- + J,)q@y, s, 4 (by (DO)) . 
= I z&d:, s, CO), [K&-).1) 
where the measure d(. , s, o) is defined by 
@A, s, 0) = q(p-‘W-X-, s, 4 
with p-‘(A) -Xt_ ={a -X,_, a top-‘}. Then by a well-known formula for the 
expectation of a random variable, 
I tq(dt, s, o) dy = rptX,-).l) I [p(x ) 1) NY, 119 s,4 dY* I- * 
Hence 
go 1 $0 s [p(x ) l) 4([Y9 11, s9 d dY 
I- * 
z I (I(p_‘[y, 1) -Xl--, &@I dY [poffp=-),I) 
= 
f 
9(fdy), W, $9 4 dy, 
rP(xc-),l) 
where a(y) = min(p-‘[y, 1) -A’+) and the last equality is due to (DO). Then by (R2) 
the last term is less than 
and this shows that g,(o) is increasing with respect o s until & 
Now for any stopping time T and any a > 0, let ?Ya be [defined by 
T(o) < a, 
Ta(w’z{$~), T(w)aa. 
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Then To is a stopping time and from (4) 
I 
TX, 
E$:T,A~, =ER,+E h,(o) ds, 
a 
and hence for the stopping time 6 defined in Theorem 1 
I 
flu %a 
ER’Sh,c, = ERa + E h,(o) ds. 
a 





hS(o) ds a h,(w) ds for all O. 
a a 
Hence 
ER:r,,ga 3 ER6,+,ga for all Q BO. 
Now let a tend to zero. Then since Ta 4 T, la 5-6, & & 6, by the right-colitinuity of R, 
and by the falct W ToAgo is monotone increasing as a tends to zero, we have 
ERI-,g 3 ER, 
which shows the optimality of 7. 
Case of discounted cost Wr. Let {ri( 8, t, w), &II, 0)) be a local escription of the 
increasing process Yt and let 
Q(A,t,w)=i(t,w)ri(Y,-+A,t,o), A&B(R), 
where 
/i’ko, [0, ij) = 1’ C<S, a~) ds. 
0 
We shall assume the following: 
0 < f( l ,o ) s K and f is decreasing in both arguments on [0, a) x R. 
Furthermore f has a property that 
f(s, x)-f(s, x +y)~fk X’kfk x’+y) 
foranys<t,x<x’andy>O. 
f’(s, Xs-) is negative and increasing with respect o s, where the derivative is 
with Irespect to the first argument. 
r(A, t, U) = n (Xr- + A, t, w) does not depend on t and A (t, w ) is increasing 
Let {[(A, t, o) = i(t, o)fi( Yt_ A, t,o), AEB(R). Then for any y ~ij 
([y, OO), t 00) is decreasing wit 
Xt and Yt have no common discontinurties as.. 
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Undler these assumptions we can find an explicit formula of optimal replacement 
time fr:br the cost w,. 
der assumptions (DO) and (W l-5), an optimal stopping time T is given 
by r = min(q, I) with q defined by 
7 = inf 
1 
s;fQ9 XS_) 
+W -f(s, X-J [RpOnkk s, dA(s, 4 
+f(s, Xs-) I (e-a(y-y- )-l)n’(dy, s, o)h(s, w)aO . R I 
Pmof. From Proposition 2, Wt can be expressed as 
wt = wo+[‘f(s. k-1 1 (eeaY -e-ays-)fi(dy, s, o)&, w) ds 
0 R f + I ( e_“Y”- f’(S, I&-) 0 
+ I R’ (f(s, x)-f(s, %))n’(dx, s  w>h 4 > ds +M, 
where A& is a L&nlartingale and for any stopping time a EM, = 0. Let 
h,(u) = e -ays- 
( f’(s, %> + (fb, 4 -fb, %-))n’@x, s, &(s, w) 
+fb k-1 
P 





where gS(w) is obviously defined. We shall show that gS(w) s 0 for s s 7 and g,(w) a Q 
for s * v, where q = inf{t; g,(w) 2 0). For s s 4, we have 
g,(w) =f‘(s, X-1 + 
I R 
(f, \s, x) -f(s, X,-Mdx, s, o)i(s, w) 
+fb, X-J I 
(e-a’y-ys-f- l)n’(dy, S, &&, w)_ 
R 
(5) 
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By assumption f’(s, Xs_) is increasing. We show that the second term in the above 
equation is also increasing with respect o s. Indeed, for s s & 
g: (4 = I (f(s, x) - f(s, Xl-WWx, s, 4&, 4 d 
= I 
(f(s, d -f(s, X-M -P(x))fi(dx9 s9 4Ms9 0) 
R 
=h(s,o) - (I (f~s~xs-~-b~s,x,-+y))~~-p~x,-+y~) [0.=> 
Wdy, s, w) +W ==-fts, X -1) i P( 
By (DO), (Wl.) and (W3), it is 
increasing. Hence if we set 
JR J 
apparent hat the term in { } in the last equation is 
(f( 3, Xs-) -f(s, X- + yM1 -pW- + y)Mdy, s, w) 
+(K-f(s,X,--)) ( pWs--+y)ddy,w) 
R 
then by (W3) ,gt (0) s 0 for s s 5 and gi (0) 2 0 for s 2 4 and the second term in (5) is 
increasing. 
Next we show that the third term in (5) is also increasing with respect o s. TO see 
is it is sufficient to show that 
d(w) = I (1 --es~‘y-ys-))fi(dy, s, o)hs(s, w) R 
is decreasing. But 
&~)=l (I-e-~‘)4(dr,s,w)==~ uq”(du, s w ), 
[0.=1 to.1  
where @(A,s,w)=if(h-‘(l-A),s,w),h(x)=e-”” and l-A={l-a,a 
we have 
I uq’(du, s, w) = lO.1) I co I 1) q([u, I), s, 4 du 
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2 q([u”(u), m), f, w) du (by (W4)) 
ince -f(s, X,_)gf (w) is negative and increasing, we see 
It,(o) > 0 for t > 7. Thus we can conclude that 7 = 
Remark 2. In [3] a deterministic exponentially discounted cost for semi-Markov 
processes was studied and optimality of a limit control policy is proved under several 
assumptions. Condition (Wl) is a convexity assumption when f( 0, l ) is a lunction of 
e state, the similar assumption appears in [3, (4.?,)(a)]. If we set 
cl(A,t,o)=h(t, o)n(X,_ +A, t, w), then the measure q( l , t, w) satisfies condition 
(R2) and (R2) has some similarity to the condition given in [3, (4.2)(b)] as was noted 
already in Remark 1. Our condition is more restrictive in the sense that r(A, t, W) 
does not depend on t, but owing to that condition we could get an explicit formula for 
the optimal stopping time. As for (W5), when Xt and Yt are independent processes 
usually the condition is satisfied and hence may not be so restrictive. 
Remark 3. Regarding the case of Wf, when the exponentially discounted factor is 
not taken into consideration, i.e., when QC = 0, then the positivity of the function 
f( l , 9 ) is not required as is seen from the above proof. Indeed when cy = 0 we do not 
need to consider the term of g:(o). 
Furthermore when the function f( . , l ) is of the form: f(t, x) =f(t) for x E R. Then 
under more general assumption on the local description {n ( l , t, w), A (t, o)} we get 
the same conclusion. Indeed instead of (Wl) and (W3) let us suppose that 
(W 1’) f( t, x) = f(t) G K for all x E R and f(t) is decreasing. 
(W2’) f’(t) is increasing with respect o t. 
(W3’) Let q(A,t,w)=h(t,&z(X,-+A,t,w), AEB(R). Then for any .ya 
0 q([y, OO), t  00) is increasing with respect o t. 
In this case 
g,W=f’(s)+(K-f(s)) 1 pWrt(dx, s, d(s, 4 
R 
nd it only remains to show that 
kW=j p(x)n(dw,4A(s,w) 
R 
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is increasing. Now 
k(o)=l p(X,-+y)q(dy,s,o) 
IQ,W 
= I [p(x ) 1) 4([y, l), s, d dy, s- * 
where the measure 4 is defined by 
q’(A s, 0) = q(p_‘(A) -xs_, s, 0). 
Then noting that 
4([y, l), s, 0)=&f-'[Y, u-L-9 s9 4’ 
= q([min p-l[y, I) -X-, a), S, 4 
Hence 
sq([min p-Yy, 1) -X-, N, s, 0) 
s q([min p-‘[y, 1) -X-, a), t, w) (by W3’)) 
= q”([Y, I), t, 4. 
and k,(w) is increasing with respect o t. 
As an example suppose that 
(i) f (0 = -a -bt(a, b>O), K =O, 
(ii) p(x)=O,x<randp(x)=l,x~~, 
(iii) h (t, w) = A, q([O, x], t, w ) = hF(x). 
Then q and 5 are given by 
rl= inf{s; -b + (a + bs)A (1 - F(r -Xc_);r a 0}, {=inf(s;X$=r). 
This last example was treated in [1,6]. 
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Remark 0. From the procedure of the proof for the fact in Remark 3 it is clear 
that Theorem 2 is also true even when CY # 0 under the condition: (Wl)f(s, x) = 
s)sly and f(-> - d is ecreasing, and other conditions (W2’), (W3’), (W4J 
and (W5). 
As a specific example, let us consider the following situation for the average cost 
adapted increasing jump process whose local characterization is 
given by (Cl-2) in Section 2. Let our damage process Xt be a functional of the 
prol:ess Zt and let us consider the case, where Xt = g(Z) with g(e) being a 
nor -negative strictly increasing convex function. The local description of the process 
Xr I:; easily determined by Proposition 3. Indeed, by letting N,(X) (N,(Z)) be the 
counting process of Xr (Zt), we have 
1 
lii s;P(Nt+h(X) - h&(X) = 11%) = 
1 
= lii s;P(N,,,(Z) - Nt(Z) = 119,) 
I 
= Iii hP(Zt+h E g-‘(A) 15% Nl+/,(Z) -N,(Z) = 1) 
Thus by Proposition 3 we know that {vx(dx, t, w), A&o, dt)}, where A,(o, dt) = 
A (t, o) dt, is the local description of Xt. If we assume that the measure q([y, a), t, w), 
defined for the process 21, in (R2) of Section 3, is increasing with respect o !, then the 
stochastic measure q1 <[J, a-0, t, w ) defined by 
qx try, w, 4 4 = A (t, WMX- +cy, w, 6 d 
= A it, o)u(g-‘(X,- + [y, a)), t, 0 ) 
is increasing with respect o t. In eed, if we define k(t) by 
k(t) = inf{z, g(Z,-) + y = g(& + z)}, 
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then since g( l ) is convex and increasing we have k(t) s k(s) for s C t, and hence 
q&J, w, s, 4 = A ( s, o)vW,,- + k(s), 04, s, d = q([k(s), W, s, w) 
G q([W, a), s, 4 ~q(CW, QO), t, 4 
= qx([y, oo), t, W) for s < t. 
Thus condition (R2) in Section 3 is satisfied for the measure qJ[y, 
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